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The relationship between social
deprivation and the quality
of primary care:
a national survey using indicators from
the UK Quality and Outcomes Framework
Mark Ashworth, Paul Seed, David Armstrong, Stevo Durbaba and Roger Jones

INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
Background
The existence of health inequalities between least and
most socially deprived areas is now well established.

Aim
To use Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF)
indicators to explore the characteristics of primary care
in deprived communities.

Design of study
Two-year study.

Setting
Primary care in England.

Method
QOF data were obtained for each practice in England in
2004–2005 and 2005–2006 and linked with census
derived social deprivation data (Index of Multiple
Deprivation scores 2004), national urbanicity scores and
a database of practice characteristics. Data were
available for 8480 practices in 2004–2005 and 8264
practices in 2005–2006. Comparisons were made
between practices in the least and most deprived
quintiles.

Results
The difference in mean total QOF score between
practices in least and most deprived quintiles was 64.5
points in 2004–2005 (mean score, all practices, 959.9)
and 30.4 in 2005–2006 (mean, 1012.6). In 2005–2006,
the QOF indicators displaying the largest differences
between least and most deprived quintiles were: recall
of patients not attending appointments for injectable
neuroleptics (79 versus 58%, respectively), practices
opening ≥45 hours/week (90 versus 74%), practices
conducting ≥12 significant event audits in previous
3 years (93 versus 81%), proportion of epileptics who
were seizure free ≥12 months (77 versus 65%) and
proportion of patients taking lithium with serum lithium
within therapeutic range (90 versus 78%). Geographical
differences were less in group and training practices.

Conclusions
Overall differences between primary care quality
indicators in deprived and prosperous communities were
small. However, shortfalls in specific indicators, both
clinical and non-clinical, suggest that focused
interventions could be applied to improve the quality of
primary care in deprived areas.
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International studies of primary care have provided
evidence that more prosperous communities within a
country experience higher quality care.1 Publiclyfunded primary healthcare systems, which are free at
the point of use, are likely to minimise the social
gradient in the quality of care, when compared to
insurance-based
systems.2
Nevertheless,
inequalities in the quality of care also remain in
publicly-funded systems, especially when faced by
high levels of disease prevalence and other forms of
deprivation. Failure to align the delivery of health care
to the needs of the community may result in the
classic mismatch described by Tudor Hart in which
the most socially deprived communities receive the
poorest quality healthcare services, and yet have the
highest prevalence of chronic disease.3
The wealth of descriptive information now
available for primary care in the UK under the Quality
and Outcomes Framework (QOF) is unique in
international terms.4 Using QOF data, the aim of the
study was to examine the extent to which the
performance of primary care varies by deprived area,
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How this fits in
Shortcomings in the delivery of health care in deprived areas have been well
documented. Differences in total QOF scores between practices in the most
and the least deprived areas were small in the first year of QOF and smaller still
in the second year. Larger shortfalls in the achievement of a few specific QOF
indicators in deprived areas have been identified; improvement in these specific
indicators may be achievable by focused interventions.

whether this is changing and what particular aspects
of care are compromised. Although QOF data have
already been used to demonstrate the association
between social deprivation and reduced quality of
primary care in general terms,5 no study has yet
reported information about individual QOF indicators
and longitudinal QOF data.

METHOD

Figure 1. Relationship
between total Quality and
Outcomes Framework
(QOF) 2005–2006 scores
and Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD-2004)
scores. Note: vertical
lines represent cut-off
points for each quintile of
deprivation.

QOF data were obtained for each practice in England
in the years 2004–2005 and 2005–2006.6 QOF data
combine practice-based variables (categorical
variables describing whether or not the practices
achieve a desired standard) and patient-based
variables (continuous variables describing the
proportion of patients achieving a given quality
standard). Variables within the QOF dataset are
grouped into several domains: clinical (76 indicators
related to the clinical management of 11 chronic
diseases); organisational (56 indicators covering
managerial criteria); patient experience (four
indicators related to consultation length and a patient
survey); additional services (10 indicators relating to
services offered by the practice such as cervical
smears, child health surveillance and maternity care);
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and an access domain (a single indicator relating to
access to the GPs and nurses).
Index of Multiple Deprivation scores (IMD–2004)
were obtained for all lower layer Super Output Areas
(SOAs) in England.7 SOAs are geographical ‘socially
homogenous’ areas with a population of around
1500 and arguably, present a more focused estimate
of social variables than politically defined
geographical units such as local government wards.
The Office of National Statistics publishes postcodebased, 9-point urbanicity ratings ranging from more
densely populated areas to rural areas.8 Because
each SOA consists of many postcodes, an urbanicity
rating was derived for each SOA based on the least
urban rating of its component postcodes. Practice
characteristics were provided by the Manchester
Primary Care Research and Development Centre,
University of Manchester.
Practices were excluded if they had a list size of
under 750 patients or under 500 patients per full-time
equivalent (fte) GP, on the assumption that these
practices were newly formed or about to be closed.
A longitudinal database of all practices in England
was constructed, matching practice data with an
index of multiple deprivation [IMD]–2004 data based
on the practice postcode. QOF and demographic
data were available for 8515 practices in 2004–2005
and 8264 practices in 2005–2006. Urbanicity ratings
were available for 8480 of these practices in
2004–2005 and for 8264 practices in 2005–2006.
Quintiles of deprivation were derived from the
IMD–2004 scores for all SOAs in England and
practices located in the most and least deprived SOA
quintiles were compared.
The process of exception reporting may alter the
interpretation of QOF data.9,10 This is the process by
which patients are excluded from the chronic disease
indicators for a variety of reasons such as failure to
attend a clinic appointment in spite of three
reminders, or sub-optimal treatment targets in spite of
the patient being prescribed maximum tolerated
therapy. Discrepancies (shortfalls) between the
numbers of patients submitted as eligible for each
indicator and the numbers on the specific disease
register were assumed to have arisen because the
practice had exception reported those patients. Even
though practices may have used the process of
exception reporting, the QOF dataset only allows the
calculation of an exception report rate for 30 of the 76
clinical indicators.10 The data were analysed for each
of the chronic disease indicators using both raw data
and, where possible, data adjusted for exception
reporting following the method of Doran et al.10
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Data analysis methods
Univariate associations between variables were
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explored using parametric tests. Given the size of the
database containing information on more than 8000
practices, the central limit theorem ensures that
parametric tests are valid. Therefore, where
appropriate, t-tests were used to compare the mean
QOF scores and its components. Differences
between most and least deprived quintiles were
compared using means and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) of the mean. Multivariate associations
were explored using linear or logistic regression
techniques as appropriate.
All data refer to the year 2005–2006, unless
otherwise stated. Statistical significance was taken
at P = 0.05. As this is essentially an exploratory
investigation of a new research area, no adjustment
was made for multiple testing.11
Postgraduate training practices and group
practices are known to perform better at QOFrelated activity.12 To determine the extent to which
these practice characteristics may be important
determinants of poorer performance in deprived
areas, the QOF scores of practices in the least and
most deprived quintiles were compared, only for
training and group practices.

RESULTS
Most and least deprived quintiles
IMD–2004 scores for the 32 482 SOAs in England
range from 0.59 to 86.36. SOAs with an IMD–2004
score >33.53 represent the most deprived
geographical quintile in England; SOAs with scores
below 9.01 represent the least deprived quintile. In
2005–2006, there were 2373 general practices
located in the most deprived quintile of SOAs and
1228 practices in the least deprived quintile of SOAs.

Characteristics of practices and social
deprivation
The total registered population of practices in the
least deprived area quintile was 9 140 027 compared
to 12 967 781 in the most deprived quintile. About
one-third more fte GPs were located in the most
deprived quintile and their list size was about 10%
larger than their counterparts in the least deprived
quintile (Table 1). Single-handed and non-training
practices were both more commonly represented in
the most deprived quintile.

QOF scores and social deprivation
The mean total QOF score in 2005–2006 was 1012.6
(median 1035.0), a 53-point improvement on the
2004–2005 figure of 959.9 (median 999.3). In
2004–2005, the difference in total QOF score
between top and bottom quintiles was 64.5 points
(95% CI = 57.6 to 71.3) but by 2005–2006 this gap
had narrowed to 30.4 (95% CI = 26.4 to 34.4).
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Table 1. Characteristics of general
practices in lowest and highest
deprivation quintiles, 2005–2006.
Least deprived Most deprived
quintile
quintile
Number of practices

1228

Fte GPs

4660

2373
6342

List size per fte GP

2063

2284

Single-handed practice

13.4%

35.1%

Training practice

38.2%

19.1%

Fte = full-time equivalent.

To examine whether the narrowing gap in QOF
scores between high and low deprivation areas was
primarily due to improvements in the achievement of
practices in deprived areas or whether it arose simply
because all lower scoring practices were catching up
with higher achieving practices, the ability of
practices below a given threshold in the first year of
QOF were considered to improve performance in the
following year. Thus, of those practices failing to
achieve 750 points in 2004–2005, 77% had met this
target in 2005–2006, irrespective of deprivation
quintile, as confirmed by logistic regression.
However, where the threshold was 1040 points,
practices in deprived areas did less well. The odds of
a practice newly achieving 1040 QOF points were
more than halved if the practice was located in the
highest deprivation quintile (odds ratio [OR]= 0.47) or
if it was singlehanded (OR = 0.48), whereas the odds
for a training practice were more than doubled (OR =
2.47). Similar ORs were obtained by setting
thresholds at 1000, 1020 and 1050 QOF points
(results not presented).

Table 2. Differences between least and most deprived
quintiles in mean QOF scores: clinical and non-clinical
domains, 2005–2006.
QOF points (%)
Least deprived
quintile

Most deprived
quintile

Difference between
quintiles

Total QOF score
(maximum = 1050)

1026.9
(97.8)

996.5
(94.9)

30.4
(2.9)

Total disease domain
(maximum = 550)

541.1
(98.4)

528.7
(96.1)

12.4
(2.2)

Organisation domain
(maximum = 184)

175.6
(95.5)

168.7
(91.7)

6.9
(3.8)

Patient experience domain
(maximum = 100)

98.2
(98.2)

95.2
(95.3)

2.9
(2.9)

Additional services domain
(maximum = 36)

35.6
(98.9)

34.3
(95.4)

1.3
(3.6)

Access bonus
(maximum = 50)

49.5
(99.0)

48.1
(96.2)

1.4
(2.9)

QOF domain

QOF = Quality and Outcomes Framework.
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Table 3. Differences between least and most deprived quintiles:
proportion of practices achieving 2005–2006 practice based QOF indicators.
QOF indicator

Least deprived Most deprived
quintile, %
quintile, %

Medicines 7: identify and follow up SMI patients who do not
attend their injectable neuroleptic appointment

Information 7: surgery open ≥45 hours/week

Education 7: practice has conducted ≥12 significant event
audits in last 3 years

Patient experience 4: practice has discussed patient survey
with patient group or non-executive director of PCT;
changes proposed and some evidence that changes enacted

Records 18: case notes have clinical summary in ≥80%
Records 15: case notes have clinical summary in ≥60%
Child health surveillance 1: practice offers child health
surveillance checks

Education 8: practice nurses have personal learning plan

Education 2: practice has conducted ≥6 significant event
audits in last 3 years

Difference, %
(95% CI)

78.5

58.0

20.5 (17.5 to 23.6)

90.3

74.1

16.2 (13.8 to 18.6)

93.2

80.7

12.5 (10.3 to 14.6)

95.2

87.6

7.6 (5.8 to 9.4)

80.6

73.1

7.6 (4.7 to 10.4)

92.0

85.6

6.4 (4.3 to 8.5)

98.0

92.0

5.9 (4.6 to 7.3)

96.1

90.2

5.9 (4.3 to 7.5)

97.4

91.9

5.5 (4.1 to 6.9)

Education 3: all practice nurses have annual appraisal

96.7

91.5

5.2 (3.7 to 6.7)

Medicines 9: medication review in last 15 months for
all patients on repeat medication

95.4

90.4

5.1 (3.4 to 6.7)

PCT = primary care trust. QOF = Quality and Outcomes Framework. SMI = severe mental illness.

Individual QOF indicators and social
deprivation
Total 2005–2006 QOF scores and achievements for
each of the QOF domains for practices located in the
least and most deprived quintiles are presented in
Table 2. These indices are further broken down in

Tables 3 and 4, which show respectively practice and
patient-based (clinical) variables for which there was
the largest difference between areas of deprivation.
All indicators for which there was a difference of at
least 5% between the achievement of practices in
least and most deprived quintiles are displayed. In

Table 4. Differences between least and most deprived quintiles: proportion of
patients achieving 2005–2006 clinical QOF indicators.
QOF indicator

Epilepsy 4: seizure free for ≥12 months

Least deprived Most deprived
quintile, %
quintile, %

Difference, %
(95% CI)

77.3

65.1

12.2 (11.1 to 13.3)

Mental health 5: on lithium and serum level in
therapeutic range

90.1

78.0

12.0 (10.3 to 13.8)

Mental health 3: on lithium and serum level checked

94.0

84.4

9.6 (7.9 to 11.2)

Mental health 4: on lithium and creatinine level and
thyroid function checked

94.3

85.4

8.9 (7.3 to 10.5)

CHD 2: % new angina diagnosis confirmed by exercise test

92.7

85.2

7.5 (6.3 to 8.8)

LVD 2: % left ventricular disease patients with diagnosis
confirmed by ECHO test

92.9

85.6

7.3 (5.7 to 8.9)

COPD 2: % new cases with diagnosis confirmed by spirometry

91.3

84.5

6.8 (5.6 to 8.0)

COPD 6: FEV1.0 in all patients diagnosed with COPD

86.7

80.7

6.0(4.8 to 7.1)

Stroke 2: % new cases referred for confirmation of diagnosis
by CT/MRI scan

88.4

82.5

5.9 (4.1 to 7.0)

COPD 3: % all cases who have had spirometry testing

92.2

86.6

5.6 (4.6 to 6.6)

Cervical screening 1: % women aged 25–65 years
who have had a smear in the last 5 years

85.0

79.5

5.5 (4.5 to 7.3)

CHD = coronary heart disease. COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. CT/MRI = computerised
axial/tomography/magnetic resonance imaging. ECHO = echocardiogram. FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in 1 second. LVD =
left ventricular disease. QOF = Quality and Outcomes Framework.
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Table 5. Differences between least and most deprived quintiles: performance of
training and group practices, selected QOF indicators, 2005–2006.
Difference between quintiles, %
QOF indicator

All practices

Group practices

Training practices

20.5

16.8

11.9

Information 7: surgery open ≥45 hours/week

16.2

11.0

9.2

Education 7: practice has conducted ≥12 significant event
audits in last 3 years

12.5

9.4

4.2

Epilepsy 4: seizure free for ≥12 months

12.2

11.5

10.2

Mental health 5: on lithium and serum level in therapeutic range

12.0

7.4

3.3

Medicines 7: identify and follow up SMI patients who
do not attend their injectable neuroleptic appointment

QOF = Quality and Outcomes Framework. SMI = severe mental illness.

all, this level of achievement difference between least
and most deprived quintiles was observed for 22 out
of the 147, 2005–2006 QOF indicators.
The reported achievement of each clinical indicator
increased following adjustment for exception
reporting but for some indicators, the gap between
least and most deprived quintiles widened such that
three new indicators exceeded the 5% difference and
would have appeared in Table 4. These indicators
were: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease9 (%
given flu vaccination) for which the adjusted
difference became 5.5%; diabetes11 (% with record of
neuropathy testing) with an adjusted difference of
5.3%; and diabetes8 (% with HbA1c ≤10 mmol/L) with
an adjusted difference of 5.0%.
Finally, the differences between first year
(2004–2005) QOF achievements in least and most
deprived quintiles were obtained. A total of 50 QOF
indicators differed by more than 5%, including each
one of the indicators appearing in Tables 3 and 4. In
other words, for the remaining 28 indicators, the gap
between quintiles narrowed to less than 5% by the
end of the second year of the QOF. Full results are
available from the authors.

The effect of urbanicity
The most urban area of the 9-point urbanicity rating
applies to SOAs within urban settlements with a
population of 10 000 or more8 and in 2005–2006 was
found to contain 83.3% of general practices (and
81.9% of fte GPs) in England. Mean total 2005–2006
QOF scores were 18.5 points lower (95% CI = 15.9
to 21.2) in these urban practices than in rural or less
urban practices. Deprivation compounded the effect
of urbanicity: for those practices in the most
deprived quintile, the mean total QOF score in nonurban practices was 1022.2 (95% CI = 1011.9 to
1032.4) but in urban practices was 995.9 (95% CI =
992.8 to 999.0), a difference of 26 points. The effect
of urbanicity as a predictor of total QOF score was
not explained by social deprivation alone: together,
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the two variables explained 4.0% of the variation in
the total QOF score, compared to 3.7% for social
deprivation alone and 1.2% for urbanicity alone
(standardised coefficients, β, for IMD score = –0.18;
for urbanicity = –0.06). The total QOF score was not
normally distributed and, therefore, the regression
equation was re-run using a logit transformation to
normalise the dependent variable, resulting in a
slightly higher predictive power of the model (5.6%),
but with similar regression coefficients (–0.21 and
–0.07, respectively).

The effect of group practices and training
practices
Group and postgraduate training practices were
found to perform well in deprived areas, on the basis
of QOF scores. By excluding all single-handed
practices (n = 2035) from the analysis, the difference
in the mean total 2005–2006 QOF score between
practices in most and least deprived quintiles
diminished from 30.4 to 21.2 points (1032.0 and
1010.8, respectively). When non-training practices (n
= 6030) were excluded from the analysis, the
difference between practices in both areas was 10.9
points (1041.1 and 1030.2, respectively).
Training practices appear to achieve higher QOF
scores in more deprived areas. This could be a
function of their training status or have arisen
because training practices tend to be larger group
practices. Total scores were therefore calculated
according to practice size and training status.
Regardless of size, training practices achieved
higher QOF scores than non-training practices in
deprived areas. For example, training practices
located in the most deprived quintile with four or
more fte GPs achieved a mean total QOF score of
1032.8 (95% CI = 1029.9 to 1035.7) whereas the
mean score of their non-training counterparts was
1020.5 (95% CI = 016.9 to 1024.1).
The effect of group and training practice status
was further explored for individual QOF indicators.
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Table 5 displays the five QOF indicators which differ
the most between most and least deprived areas. For
each indicator, the difference was re-analysed
according to practice status. Although differences
were smaller, group and training practices still
performed less well in the most deprived areas.

DISCUSSION
Summary of main findings
While there are differences in the achievement of
objective performance measures of primary care in
the UK across areas of social deprivation, overall the
differences are not large and seem to be closing. In
2005–2006, practices in the most deprived quintile of
SOAs could expect to achieve 30 QOF points less
(out of a total of 1050) than practices in the most
affluent quintile. This achievement may partly be
accounted for by the relatively good distribution of
full-time equivalent GPs across areas of deprivation
in the UK, albeit with large list sizes, and, in part, by
the effect of the performance incentives embodied in
the system of rewarding GPs for the quality of care
they deliver. Of course, the role of financial incentives
has a controversial history in primary care, and there
is evidence that many performance improvements of
primary care pre-dated the introduction of the QOF in
2004.13 However, the spur to achieve higher QOF
scores may not have solely been financial and other
factors may have motivated practices, such as the
perceived ‘standing’ of high scoring practices.
The relatively small difference in total QOF
achievements between geographical areas of
deprivation, however, masks some larger differences
in the achievement of individual indicators between
practices. In particular, differences of over 10% were
found for three of the practice-based indicators:
practices which recalled patients with a psychotic
illness failing to attend their appointment for a depot
injection; practices open for at least 45 hours per
week; and practices which conducted ≥12 significant
event audits. Relatively poor achievement rates for
these three practice-based indicators characterised
practices in the most deprived quintile.
The greatest shortfall (over 10%) in clinical
achievement between patients registered at
practices in the least and most deprived quintiles
was found for the achievement of fit control in
epileptics and the monitoring and control of lithium
levels in patients on the Serious Mental Illness
register.

Strengths and limitations of the study
The association between practices and deprivation
was examined by identifying the practice’s postcode
within IMD deprivation scores. This assumes that the
community that the practice serves and the practice
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buildings themselves are located in the same
geographical area. The interpretation of findings at
an individual level when data was obtained at
practice level may lead to the ‘ecological fallacy’14
and it is clear from this data that general practices
are not evenly distributed throughout the country,
being more likely to be sited in areas of higher
deprivation. Although this data apply to practices
located in the most deprived areas rather than to
patients living in the most deprived areas, the social
gradient in practice performance is likely to apply at
a patient level since practice postcode-linked IMD
scores have been found to provide a valid proxy for
patient-level deprivation scores.15
QOF data may reflect true achievement within a
practice or may underestimate achievement (by
under-recording of coded data) or overestimate
achievement (for example, by high levels of
exception reporting). Differential reporting rates may
account for some of the differences in observed QOF
scores and these findings could represent less well
organised data-collection systems or a lower value
placed on the importance of gathering QOF data in
deprived areas.16 However, little evidence that
differences between least and most deprived areas
may have been disguised by higher exception
reporting rates in poorer areas was found,9 although
adjustment for exception reporting did result in three
more clinical indicators appearing in this list of
indicators for which there was the greatest shortfall
in deprived areas. Primary care trusts (PCTs) monitor
the reporting of QOF indicators and may interpret
satisfactory achievement in different ways. Some
indicators are more open to interpretation than
others and the indicator describing recall of patients
missing their depot neuroleptic medication is an
example. Achievement was disallowed by some
PCTs if the community psychiatric nurse, rather than
the practice nurse, ran the depot clinic. Differential
interpretation of some indicators may have
contributed to these findings.
The urbanicity data were insufficiently detailed to
enable identification of practices in the most densely
populated areas of inner cities. It is possible
therefore, that larger inequalities in primary care in
inner city areas were not detected by this study.

Comparison with existing literature
The existence of health inequalities between least
and most socially deprived areas is now well
established.17–20 The availability of QOF data enables
a much more precise categorisation of primary care
inequalities based on an analysis of 147 indicators.
The type of practices located in more deprived areas
have already been defined21 and just as in the current
study, it is known that there are more single-handed
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GPs, larger practice list sizes per GP and fewer
training practices. These structural differences
between practices may account for some differences
in the achievement of primary care and these
findings, particularly the better performance of
training practices, suggest that certain types of
practice are able to offer a higher standard of care in
deprived areas. Characteristics of a socially-deprived
population may also account for some of the
differences. Patients living in deprived communities
may be less likely to engage with long-term
management of chronic illnesses and in preventative
health care and also less responsive to written
invitations to attend appointments.22
Most of the shortfalls in specific performance
indicators of primary care have not been described
before. Shortfalls in the provision of primary care
assume a greater significance when the population
needs are correspondingly high and each of the
clinical indicators identified in this study relate
directly to diseases known to have a higher
prevalence in deprived areas.
The finding of high proportions of patients with
poorly controlled epilepsy was unexpected. There
are currently no reports of increased fit frequency in
epileptic patients in deprived areas, although new
cases of epilepsy are known to be more common in
deprived areas.23 A number of factors could have
contributed to this finding such as poor medication
adherence, poor access to primary care, sporadic
monitoring of serum levels of anti-epileptic
medication, difficulties attending specialist neurology
centres, or increased comorbidity, particularly with
alcohol-related problems.
These findings emphasise the importance of
individual indicators as markers of the performance
of primary care. Rather than examining global
performance in terms of total QOF scores, some of
the differences between types of practice only
emerge on analysis of individual indicators or
domains. For example, lower total QOF scores in
smaller practices were found to be attributable to
lower attainment of organisational domain indicators
whereas clinical care, as measured by the clinical
indicators, was equally well delivered by small
practices.24

Implications for future research and clinical
practice
While the overall findings are reassuring, several of
the specific factors contributing to health inequalities
identified in this study are readily amenable to
improvement. Firstly, the mismatch between higher
morbidity in more deprived areas and restricted
opening hours of general practices may contribute to
health inequalities and policy could be directed at
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promoting longer opening hours in poorer areas.
Smaller practices in particular may find it hard to
meet the requirements of longer opening hours.
Secondly, training practices were found to perform
consistently better in deprived areas than their nontraining counterparts and the promotion of training
practices in deprived areas, where they are currently
under-represented, may translate into improved
quality of care for the local communities. Thirdly,
there was a pattern of lack of referral for
investigations in more deprived areas which may
indicate lack of direct access to secondary care
services
(for
example,
for
exercise
electrocardiograms or echocardiograms) or lack of
practice-based equipment (such as spirometry).
Smaller practices, which typify deprived areas, may
not have found it cost-effective to purchase
expensive diagnostic equipment. Addressing these
obstacles should be possible if health services were
able to offer specific support for practices. Finally,
specific shortfalls could be addressed such as recall
systems for patients on anti-psychotic medication,
low cervical smear rates and lack of child health
surveillance (even though these latter two indicators
have been incentivised for GPs since 1990, long
before the beginning of QOF, and yet the social
divide remains).
Prior to the introduction of the QOF, GPs in
England received a deprivation payment based on
the deprivation score of each registered patient,25 but
no deprivation component has been included in the
QOF payments. Given the relatively small overall
deficit in QOF score, this policy seems justified even
though the funding differences may be larger than
implied by the current study, once higher disease
prevalence is taken into account.26 Instead, available
financial support to reduce health inequalities could
be targeted at the specific indicators identified in this
study.
Broadly speaking, there are likely to be two causes
of lower performance of primary care in more
deprived areas: practice and population factors.
Controlling for some practice factors (group and
training practices) accounted for two-thirds of the
difference, narrowing the gap between least and
most deprived quintiles to just 11 QOF points. The
remainder of the difference is probably a mix of other
practice factors and a patient effect. In other words,
well-organised primary care can largely compensate
for substantial social disadvantage.
Shortcomings in the effectiveness of primary care
to respond to the burden of morbidity in deprived
communities have been well documented in the
past.27 Yet this study suggests that there have been
considerable improvements in primary care in
deprived populations over recent years, although
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there is still room for improvement in specific areas,
as described. Quality of care, however, can only
partly compensate for the greater health needs in
deprived areas that are often refractory to change, so
delivering more effective health care remains the key
priority as well as addressing the more fundamental
causes of deprivation itself.
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